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NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St.,
New Westminster
Main Event:
Larry Stevenson will explain how to set up
and use a vacuum chuck.

President’s Column

- Kerry Deane-Cloutier

Happy New Year!

Art Liestman Hits the Bigger Time
Ed Pretty

January 2011

The end-of-year craziness is now behind us, and the (perhaps
doomed) resolutions lie ahead. On the plus side, the days will be
getting longer, and some day we will be able to commute in daylight
(I can hear the snickers of our retired members as a type this!).
Congratulations go to Maartin Meerman, who shares space with
Christopher Schwarz in the latest Lee Valley email newsletter. Maartin, of course, is sharing his wisdom on micro-turning. Check it out
at http://www.leevalley.com/en/newsletters/Woodworking/5/3/newsletter.htm.
Congratulations also go to Dennis Cloutier. His pepper mills are
going to appear in the gallery section of a new book by Chris West
called Turning Salt & Pepper Shakers and Mills. The book is available for pre-order now, and is expected to be out in May.
Your executive wants to know what you think, so do not forget to
print out, fill in and bring the GVWG survey to the meeting. All people
who submit a survey will be given a ticket, and we will draw for valuable prizes (courtesy of our friends at KMS). The prizes are a Nova
Mini Cole Jaw set (perfect for finishing the bottoms of your delicate
bowls) and a set of the Nova Chuck 70 mm jaws.
The GVWG elections are just around the corner, with the Annual
General Meeting to be held in February. This year the positions
of Vice President, Treasurer and three Members at Large are up
for election. If you would like to contribute, but are reluctant to put
yourself forward because you are not sure what is involved, check
out the job descriptions at http://www.gvwg.ca/stewardship.html. If
you would like to have your name put forward, let one of the executive know.
Don’t forget, this month’s President’s challenge is “teapot”. I look
forward to seeing all the creative pieces, from the 1/144 scale and
up.

Tech Talk Table:
Dennis Cloutier will host a forum for your
technical questions.
Critique Table:
Kerry Deane-Cloutier & Larry Stevenson
will moderate a critique of your pieces.
Focus On Fundamentals:
Bruce Campbell will demonstrate how to
turn a scoop.

January Food Suppliers:
Dianne Harkness, Harry Harteveld, Claudia
Hayward, Neva Hilliard, Gerry Hodgins,
Bruce Hodgson
February Food Suppliers:
Kees Hof, Graeme Hogarth, Don Hoskins,
Keith Hudson, Tom Hultman, Bob James
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Doug Fisher Demo and Class
Ed Pretty

On November 13 and 14 Doug Fisher demonstrated his well known techniques of multi-center
turning and bas relief carving. Doug has not had
a long career as a demonstrator. As a matter of
fact his demonstration for us was only his third,
the first being for the AAW symposium in Hartford last year and second for the Victoria guild.
That being said, I would say that Doug is a natural
because his well organized and polished presentation seemed as though he had been delivering
his show for quite some time. Doug started with a
brief slide presentation tracing his advancement
through his artistic career to the present day, then
describing what inspired his distinctive turning
style as well as his use of native Pacific Northwest
themes. After that he demonstrated both his turning and carving techniques to round out a very
full day.
Doug’s signature pieces are a combination of
multi-center turning to produce a frame or armature for his carving in the center. I think the term
“armature” is applicable because the works that
Doug produces are as much sculpture as they are
turnings. Although his multi-center style seems
quite complex it was a simple combination of two
centers. Doug turned the back of his demo piece
first, producing a rather large radius resembling
the outside of a bowl with no detailing or foot. Although there was no center detail required, Doug
often incorporates a center “medallion” to provide
a bit of interest. The purpose of this radius was
to act as a rocker allowing him to orient the centers anywhere he wants in a vacuum chuck. Using
a faceplate to turn the back, the face was then
turned after remounting the piece on center in the
vacuum chuck. At this point only the outside rim
and the first series of “steps” were turned as well
as removing the center waste material. When removing waste from the center, he was careful to
only remove material to the diameter and depth
where the holes were from the screws used for
mounting on the faceplate. This would eliminate
the possibility of any screw holes showing up inadvertently when it was too late to do anything
about them, yet not take any more material away
than necessary.
The piece was remounted by shifting the piece
in the vacuum chuck to a center about 2 inches

away from the first or natural center. He explained
that it is important to place the off-center pattern
in line with the grain direction so that it doesn’t
result in a confusing pattern. When he showed us
the alternatives it was clear that this was an important step. The distance of this center from the
true center is somewhat arbitrary; however discretion must be used to allow enough material in the
center for a reasonable carving surface; in other
words, move it over a bit but not too much. Turning this area reminded me of the off center turning demonstrated by Mark Sfirri. The procedure
involved turning a fair bit of air and using “ghost”
forms as guidelines. A series of steps were turned
that partially cut into the first steps on an angle,
being careful not to cut into the center area needed for carving or go past the outside diameter (like
we would ever do that J).
Remounting to the natural center for a second
time allowed him to turn a convex curved surface that would be the final carving area, now
surrounded by the two sets of eccentric steps.
Although this area is on the natural center, it is
offset from the last center so the same process
of turning air and using ghost forms for reference
was required. The main form was complete at this
point, ready to be carved.
Doug’s process for laying out the center detail
was quite simple, although developing that process took quite some time. Doug uses a draw
(continued on page 4)
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Art Liestman Hits the Bigger Time
Ed Pretty

Art is one of those un-assuming people who, although he has many things he could brag about,
never brags at all. He willingly shares what he
knows with others yet is right in there with the rest
of us when there is something new to learn, never
leaving the impression that he is somehow at a
higher level. He is one of the founders of the guild,
he is an insightful artist who has inspired many of
us to do our best and he is an artist of note in the
international woodturning community. Because Art
never brags, I am going to have to do it for him
here.
Art recently returned from Chicago where his
work was showcased at SOFA (Sculptural Objects
and Functional Art), an annual international art
exposition in Chicago. That in itself is big enough
news but he was able to top even that. In Art’s typical style, at our October meeting he said, “Come
over here for a minute, there’s something I would
like to show you”. I followed Art over to his little
nest where he showed me a copy of Craft Arts
International, an Australian publication showcasing both established and emerging artists around
the world. There was a small sticky tab part way
through so I dutifully turned to that page, only to

see a feature article on none other than our very
own Art Liestman. His work was showcased pictorially and there was an excellent write up on his
history and his inspiration. He had nonchalantly
handed me something that was clearly a crowning
achievement, yet presented it as though it was just
another article of general interest.
I didn’t have the opportunity to read the article
in its entirety but thankfully a member of WOW
(World of Woodturners), Denise DeRose, had
taken the time to photocopy the article and post
it on that site in pdf format. At the risk of violating
enough copyright laws to put me in jail for a couple
of years, I am reposting her file on my blog with
thanks. Please read the article about Art Liestman,
an international artist of very deserved acclaim,
who considers himself simply a maker like the rest
of us.
You can find the article online at:
http://www.edswoodturning.com/2010/11/17/
congratulations-to-art-liestman-2/

Turning 101 - Christmas Ornaments
Lance Rossington

It’s always fun to do a 101 near Christmas as
we are all looking for something new to turn for
family and friends. We had an enthusiastic group
of 10 attending the session and we started off with
an icicle snowman using small gouges and the
skew; practicing beads and tapering before coloring the hat and buttons and adding a carrot nose.
The vote was to do the ornament hollowing next,
which introduced some small and primitive homemade hollowing tools made from drill rod and allen
keys. And of course the high tech drinking straw
to blow the dust out of the hollow form as it progressed. We used burned rings and color to add
interest. My practice piece with George G. from
Fraser Valley two weeks earlier was a big help,
thanks George. Shaping finials using a contrast-

ing wood color gave us added skew practice giving us a pleasing looking ornament complete with
our Cusworth style hanger made and inserted as
the piece was completed. Time did not permit us
to go on to the table top snowman which was the
third planned piece but that is good for next year’s
November 101.
Even though Christmas is past I hope all will bring
their pieces to our next meeting to show us the fun
we had. That would be Jason, Larry, Neva, Mike
G., Rob, Cathy, Art, Bev, Rick, and Kees. Special
thanks to Gerry Vickers for arranging the session,
getting wood, and assisting with the demo. Thanks
to all who attended. I had fun.
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program in his computer to produce a print of his
final detail. This sounds as if it is a “cut and paste”
operation but he hand draws the detail using the
program. This allows him to adjust the size of his
drawings as required and also keep a record of his
work. Doug had shown us pen and ink drawings
that he had done prior to his turning career so it
was clear that the computer was not his source of
talent. The print is made from that drawing then
cut out to fit the area being carved. Spray glue was
applied to the back of the drawing which was then
applied to the area to be carved. The small amount
of distortion between flat paper and the slightly
curved surface was insignificant. The carving involved removing any wood that would be negative
space using the drawing as a guide. Depending on
the complexity of the detail, negative space was
marked out to differentiate it from the areas to be
left in relief. Transferring the drawing to the wood
was easy enough; carefully burning through the
paper with a fine burning tool left a burned tracing
of the drawing on the wood that was very easy to
follow. The paper drawing and glue was then removed with solvent.
The final detail was carved in three stages. The
first stage was the rough removal of material using
various rotary carving bits, being careful not to remove any detail lines. The second stage was completed using various finer bits to get closer to the
lines yet still not removing them. The third stage in-

Once the carving is complete, a base coat of
black ink is applied to the whole piece. Once that
is dry, a process of sanding back the relief areas
reveals the details of the piece in both the carved
center area and the stepped frame areas. By varying the amount of sanding in different areas, visual
depth and highlights are added. At this point coloured dyes are applied to the sanded areas.
Doug uses alcohol based dyes and at one time
used several colours but now only buys the primary
colours, red, blue and yellow. He is able to mix any
colour from these base colours. The dyes were applied carefully with various brushes depending on
how small the areas were that were to be coloured.
His top coat is always spray lacquer from cans –
usually semi gloss.
The workshop was held the next day at Island
Woodcraft, attended by Bruce Campbell, Joel Elder, Jay Mapson, Bev Pears, Des Wilson and Ed
Pretty.

volved using a burning tool to refine the detail right
to the lines, making all lines and corners clean and
crisp. All negative space surfaces were textured as
desired using combinations of rotary carving and
pyrography.

Once the blanks were cut, we started by mounting the piece to turn the back. Doug pretty much
does this in his sleep but he had made some profile jigs for us to use as guides for a suitable radius
for the back. A key element of Doug’s process is
the vacuum chuck and of course at most, there
might be one vacuum chuck in a shop. Doug developed a method of using screws through a short
section of 4” pipe between a faceplate and the
workpiece to mount and remount the piece for
turning the face. This was a pretty good simulation of a vacuum chuck. The screw holes left in
the back of the piece were easily removed by jam
chucking the piece and turning a concave detail
on the back. This served nicely to provide flat wall
(continued on page 10)
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Tech Talk November 2010
Bruce Campbell

Welcome back. I hope that the holiday season
was fun and rewarding for you all. Our last Tech
Talk was in November and folks brought some really interesting topics to discuss.
First up was a question about grinders. A
member was about to upgrade from a 6” to an
8” model and his question was whether the “half
speed” models were worth the extra cost (around
twice the cost). The general consensus was that
it was. The wheels on a half-speed grinder run
cooler, are easier to balance, and safer. I have
only heard of one death that could be directly attributed to turning and that was from a shattered
grinding wheel that hit the turner in the chest and
induced heart failure. Take the time to balance
your wheels (see Tech Talk Oct 2010 for hints on
how to do that) and then be sure to use the grinder properly. Apply very gentle pressure on the
stone and be sure not to slip off the sides. Also, if
you have a tilting platform be extra careful when
adjusting it so you do not jam it into the wheel.
Finally, when you are grinding try to stand to the
side of the wheel rather than in front of it.
One member had noticed different demonstrators tightening the banjo on our club lathe in different ways. Some really crank on the handle while
others seemed to just give it a easy push. He
wanted to know how tight was tight enough when
locking down the banjo. The discussion ranged
a little but we seemed to agree that it depends a
lot on the manufacturer and how the guide block
has been set up. Playing around with the guide
block can make it easier to lock down the banjo but harder to move it and vice versa but the
summary was it needs to be tight enough not to
move around so on smaller work perhaps a gentle lock will be enough and on large pieces you
might need to crank on it a bit harder. Personally,
I avoid using any form of dead blow instrument
on the banjo or tailstock and find a short piece of
pipe to use as a cheater bar instead.
We had a question about London Plane and
is it a good turning wood. A classically trained
cabinet maker once told me they referred to it as
“plain old London Plane” because it was quite
uninteresting. However, it turns very nicely and
sands up to a nice cream-coloured finish with a

beautiful tiny specked pattern in the grain. If you
are interested in adding colour to your work I recommend it because it is quite light to start with.
One cautionary note, it does go an unattractive
grey colour if it is left wet too long (guess how I
know). I suggest roughing it out using the 10%
Rule for wall thickness and air-drying the blanks.
Talk about roughing and drying lead to questions about managing green wood. I recommend
looking at the article in our March 2006 newsletter where I discuss various drying techniques.
Next, we talked about non-powered rotary
sanders. A member has a Sorby version and has
worn out the brass bushing a couple of times. He
wanted to know if this was common. I suggested
that he look at the Skilton model that offers a race
bearing as a possible alternative. Either way, try
to avoid the urge to push too hard. This causes
a lot of heat which invariably causes one or more
glue joins in the hook –and-loop connection to
fail. Several others shared that they had given up
on these models in favour of the powered ones
(me included). The big advantage is that you
can spot-sand in problem areas without having to
continue sanding the whole surface.
A question was raised about using sanding
sealer on pieces that still have a fair amount of
moisture in them. He reported that the sanding
sealer turned an annoying whitish colour. Others
agreed that this is common with alcohol-based
sanding sealer. As a solution I suggested not using the sealer but to try one on the various water-based finishes on the market today (Minwax,
Varathane, etc.). They can be thinned 50/50 with
water for a first coat and then sanded back before
applying finishing coats and most have excellent
self-levelling properties. Also, the clean-up is
much easier. Another approach is to wet-sand
with oil or water to the desired finish and then to
let the piece dry and warp naturally. The results
are often beautifully organic.
The discussions on finishes lead to ways of preventing spoilage in the can. One person reported
excellent success with the aerosol can sold by
Lee Valley specifically for that purpose, and I related some advice I got some years ago from a
(continued on page 6)
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retired petroleum engineer. He has great success
using propane from his blow torch. He just sticks it
into the can and bleeds in gas until he can smell it.
Because it is heavier than air being able to smell
it indicated that it has displaced most of the air.
Since there is no free oxygen in the propane there
is nothing to activate the drying process in the liquid. I have found that it works very well but do be
sure there are no open flames around before you
start.
The earlier discussion of sanding lead to a few
questions about sandpaper including what kind
and what grits. It is pretty well accepted now-adays that we are not really wood turners – we are
wood sanders. Having an effective sanding process can mean the difference between a pleasant experience and a frustrating one. Here is my
process:
Many people complain that sanding is a pain but
on close inspection they are starting with a pretty
torn-up surface. Good sanding starts with a reasonable finish off the tool. I strongly recommend
that if you are having trouble with sanding that you
spend some time with a more experienced turner
who can coach you on more refined tool control.
The good news is that reasonably simple changes
in technique can make major changes in the quality of your tooled finish.
Use good sandpaper. I prefer to use soft, flexible, cloth-backed, wet/dry paper that conforms to
the FEPA standard. Those are the ones with a
“P” in front of the grit – like P100 to P220. These
papers have more uniform sized abrasive particles
so are less likely to have random lumps in them.
Start with the grit that is needed. If the wood
is reasonable and your tooled finish is good you
might start at 150 or 220 grit. But if not, then start
lower. Once the piece is finished no one will know
except you and those that you tell. So if you need
to start at 60 grit – use 60 grit.
Use gentle pressure, keep moving and learn
when the piece you are using is worn out. When
the paper gets clogged or starts to burnish the
surface it is time to change it. We often over-use
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our sandpaper – especially the finer grits (320 and
above). One of the best things you can do for the
surface is get a fresh piece of sandpaper. And
remember, worn out 100 grit is NOT 220 grit. It is
just worn out 100 grit and you should throw it out.
Next is to know when to move on to the next grit.
I try to watch the surface and look for lines that
don’t seem to want to move. I keep sanding with
that grit until all I can make all of them dance as
I move over that surface (except, of course, lines
made from marks in the wood).
Before moving to the next grit I stop the lathe
and clean off the surface as best I can. A short
blast of compressed air usually does the trick or a
wipe with a tack cloth. This gets rid of the buildup of sanding dust and any bits of abrasive from
the previous grit. If you miss this step you will find
scratches in the surface in finer grits.
And what is the “next” grit? The rule-of-thumb
is the next grit should be no finer (bigger number)
than 50% more that the current grit. For example,
the next grit after 100 should be no finer than 150.
I prefer to go in smaller steps up to 220 grit and
then use the 50% Rule from there on. In my shop
I keep the following sandpaper on hand – 80, 100,
120, 150, 220, 320, 400 and for special woods or
metal - 600, 800, 1200, 2000, and 3200.
Starting from a reasonable surface on a 12” bowl
you should be able to sand to 400 grit in under 10
minutes. And, if you spot a flaw in the sanding go
back and fix it. It is very likely that the pieces you
make will outlast you and perhaps you children.
Take the few minutes needed to get a good finish.
Otherwise you will have to look at it for a long, long
time.
Thanks to everyone that made Tech Talk a success last month and in 2010. Please plan to bring
your problems and solutions to all the Tech Talk
sessions in 2011 and have a turning-filled New
Year.
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John Jordan visits the GVWG on March 12 & 13.
Steve Hansen

John Jordan is a talented woodturner from Antioch (Nashville), Tennessee. As usual, we will
have a Saturday demonstration, followed by a
Sunday class (adding Monday if demand warrants). Known primarily for his textured and carved
hollow vessels, John has been featured in nearly every major turning exhibition the past twenty
years. His work has received numerous awards,
and is in the permanent collections of many museums and corporations, including the Renwick Gallery of the Smithsonian, the High Museum of Art in
Atlanta, the American Craft Museum in New York
City, the Hunter Museum of Art in Chattanooga,
the White House in Washington, the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, the Mint Museum of Craft +
Design in Charlotte, the Fine Arts Museum, Boston
in Boston, the Detroit Institute of the Arts.

John is in great demand as a demonstrator/
teacher, traveling extensively, teaching at universities, craft schools, turning groups and trade shows
throughout the US, Canada, the UK, New Zealand,
Australia and Japan. His work is frequently seen in
publications in several countries as well as articles
written by him. He has also produced three woodturning videos, which have received very favourable reviews. Please visit http://www.johnjordanwoodturning.com for photos of John’s work and
some of the other things that he does.
John is able to do classes featuring hollowing,
texturing and design. Depending on student wishes, he’ll likely be able to accommodate your wishes. If you are interested in the class, please register with Fred. Once you are signed up with Fred,
please contact Steve Hansen for more details.

Turning Site of the Month
Peter McLaren

This is a new feature that I hope will become a
regular part of our monthly newsletter. Over the
past few months I spent many hours looking at the
wealth of information on our own website, as well
as those of many of the other Canadian turning
clubs and various suppliers to this craft. I hope
that I will be able to bring your attention to at least
one site per issue that the majority of our readers
will find useful and informative.
Many sites will be that of other turning guilds,
but my selection may also include information from
complimentary crafts, or just something where the
artistic merit pushes one of my 'a ha' buttons. To
get this idea off to a good start I have two interesting links for you to explore.
The first Turning Site of the Month is none other
than the http://www.gvwg.ca/more_galleries.html
I recommend that you proceed, yes to our own
site, and in particular click on the link to watch a
short video by Phil McCracken. Then you can explore a few more gems you will find on our own site

that you were probably not even aware were right
there all the time you have been surfing the web
for similar content.
The 2nd website at http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Projects/hollow-forms.html is a
resource filled package that Michelle recommended. Under the general heading of Turning Projects, I found a dozen different instructions provided on turning hollow form projects by as many
of the top turners in the field. This site would take
several hours just to detail the deep mineshaft of
information from which you can extract and save
what you find to be valuable to you.
If you have a secret gem of a site you want to
recommend to the membership, please send me
a short email at (mclaren47@shaw.ca) explaining
what you found of interest, and we will build on this
ongoing feature. Hope you enjoy this new item,
Peter McLaren.
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Russ Fairfield Announcement
Bruce Campbell

It is with sadness that we announce the passing early in January of Spokane-based Russ Fairfield - wood turner, author, teacher and friend.
Russ was a well-known figure in the turning world
and a quick Google of his name will give you a
wealth of turning information. Perhaps it is best
to let the man himself tell you about his love of
woodturning. This is from his own web page
http://www.woodturnerruss.com. We at the GVWG
offer our sincere condolences to his family and
friends. His memory will live on for years to some
through his influence on the turning community.
A Brief History
My addiction to woodworking began in high
school, and I worked my way through an
engineering degree by making ships wheels for
marine restorations and waterfront restaurants
in Seattle, Washington. Making replica tall
clocks became a lifelong hobby and part-time
income, and a wood lathe was always a part
of my home-shop for making finials and other
parts for the clocks.
I relocated to Tallahassee, Florida in 1981, and
found myself surrounded by more species of

trees than I had ever dreamed possible. Two
years later, a hurricane gave me access to more
wood than I could use in a lifetime. Following
our meeting while collecting wood from a giant
Magnolia that was uprooted by the storm, Mel
Lindquist and John Read showed me the art
of turned wood. I bought a General-260 lathe,
added riser blocks to it, and I was seriously into
woodturning. I haven’t stopped since.
I am now in North Idaho, where the fishing is
good, the mountains are accessible, and the
snow is deep. I am turning as close to full time
as I can while writing articles, teaching the craft
and art of woodturning, and keeping up this
Website.

Brentwood Display and Demonstration
Peter McLaren

As a Guild one of our constitutional purposes is;
“to promote the art and craft of woodturning in the
community.” In keeping with that commitment the
GVWG will again be presenting a day long series
of turning demonstrations and a display of our art.
On Sat. March 19th, the Brentwood Town Centre
will be the site of our 3nd Annual community fare.
Sticking with a formula that seems to be successful, I hope we can have 3 mini lathes operating
at all times and, at least one member doing texturing and/or burning, along with a display covering
the equivalent of 9 or 10 tables.
At this point, all time spots are open for demonstrators and we need members to monitor the
display area and to interact with the public to answer their questions about what we do and how we
do it. At the January meeting I will be circulating a
schedule and I hope it will be filled up by the end of
the evening. You can pick your time slot for either

demonstrating and or display monitor. All demonstrators must have been certified, or request consideration for certifying as a demonstrator. Remember safety is our primary issue.
We will have a Please Touch- section where the
public will be encouraged to handle the pieces.
Make sure you indicate which of your pieces are
not to be handled, and they will be displayed in the
back area away from roaming hands.
If you are involved in demonstrating please plan
on submitting 4 – 5 pieces of your work for exhibition. Should your work generally be large scale,
then please consider fewer pieces so that everyone has a fair share of space. We will be handing out a brochure about the guild and its activities
and will be inviting anyone interested to attend our
meetings.
In order to have a broad range of work on dis(continued on page 9)
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play, please consider submitting a few pieces,
even if you cannot participate in person. These
pieces can be delivered (well wrapped and labeled) to me at the John Jordan demonstration the
Saturday prior to the Brentwood date.
All members are encouraged to promote this rare
public event to your friends so they can see your
work, or just get a glimpse of what woodturning is
about. This is also our opportunity to promote the
guild to the community and attract potential new
members.
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paying rent for their space and all common area facilities, and it is through their support that we have
this opportunity.
If you have any specific suggestions for this
event, or you want to secure an early spot please
contact Peter McLaren at (604) 533-1939 or
mclaren47@shaw.ca.

As with other public display event, we are being
given FREE use of this space for our display and
demonstrations. THIS IS NOT A SALE EVENT.
You may display your business cards for potential
patrons to contact you at your home studio. Remember that all the merchants at Brentwood are

November FOF: Making a Coffee Scoop
Claudia Hayward

You will need a piece of 2”x2” square close
grained stock about 4” long for the bowl. Drill a
¼” hole on one side about 1/3 of the way down
from the top. This will provide for the tenon on the
handle. The scoop will look better with the handle
angled slightly up so drill the hole at an angle.

around. Finish up the inside of the bowl with a
small round nose scraper if necessary and a bit of
sandpaper. Shape the outside using a fair curve
(ie no straight lines). Watch your wall thickness but
keep in mind that an aesthetically pleasing curve is
more important than a uniform wall thickness. Allow extra thickness at the base of the bowl to allow
for parting off and a possible torn nub. A slightly
flat base allows the scoop to stand upright.

Mount the 2” square stock in a 4 jaw chuck with
the jaws tightened on the flat sides of the stock.
Check your speed and rotate the piece by hand to
For the handle you will
ensure tool rest clearance
need a piece of 1”x1” stock
before turning on the lathe.
about 6” long. Secure beUsing a spindle roughing
tween centres. Check your
gouge, reduce the piece to
speed and rotate the piece
a cylinder. A 1¾ “ diameter
to ensure it clears the tool
Coffee Scoop (Small)
body will accommodate 1.5rest. Round the stock using
2 Tbsp of coffee. Face the
your spindle roughing gouge.
piece with your bowl (or spindle) gouge working Make the tenon at the tailstock end using a partfrom the centre toward the outside. Drill a centre ing tool and a small ¼” wrench as a caliper. Be
hole approximately 1” deep using masking tape as sure it is a snug fit. Use your skew to shape and
a depth stop on the drill. Scoop out the bowl using embellish the handle – be creative! Part off at the
a small spindle gouge starting at the centre hole headstock.
and proceeding to the outside. Keep the angle of
Sand the end of the tenon so it fits flush in the
the flute at appoximately 45 degrees and follow bowl. After the handle is glued in place you can fina 9am-10am-9am trajectory. Watch the edge of ish with walnut oil or other finish of choice.
the flute to be sure it does not catch as you come
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mounting.
Once mounted to turn the front, turning the outside rim and steps on the first center certainly was
easy enough, however when remounted on the
second center I was quickly reminded of the difficulties experienced in Mark Sfirri’s workshop, looking for the elusive “ghosts” produced by the spinning wood when offset from center. Working on
centers in Sfirri’s class was significantly different
because this work was mounted on the face. Difficult at first, it soon became easy enough to identify
the various points where wood had been removed
and where it was yet to be removed. I found that
looking straight at the face of the piece rather than
down toward the ways
when turning between
centers was the charm.
Turning ate up the
whole morning so a
natural break allowed
us the opportunity to
head over to the little
Vietnamese restaurant
for lunch, which is becoming a favourite part
of the day in the workshops. Once back from lunch we were able to start
carving. We all had a drawing to apply to the work
or at least some idea of what we wanted to do. As
well as our own collection of tools, Doug supplied
us with all manner of instruments of destruction.
We were all able to rough out and refine detail on
our pieces using tools supplied by Doug and trading our own tools back and forth.
Applying the ink that Doug supplied is a little different than the black dye that I normally use. It’s
thick! And black! I made the mistake of applying
it like the dye I use in my shop (I can use a lot
of it) and then proceeded to sand my fingers to a
nub just to get some wood clear enough to accept
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some colour. I actually got one highlight area that
I had hoped for, but fatigue set in and that was the
end of that. Surprisingly, it was actually identifiable
as a Harley Davidson engine (big surprise, huh?)
but only to an enthusiast. At this stage I was slapping on some colour and lacquer just to get finished. I’m not used to working to a “close counts”
standard, but in this case it served the purpose.
We were reminded that “this is your first piece,
not a masterpiece” so I felt better about basically
hacking a design into the wood just to get a finished piece. My objective was to go through all the
processes and for once, being happy with something that was “good enough”. In this case “good
enough” was still pretty
shabby in my opinion,
but I felt practicing all the
steps was more important than not completing
a finely detailed piece.
In the end it wasn’t all
that bad and was at least
identifiable when I proudly
showed the piece off at
home.
The most important
thing about the day was
that we all had a lot of fun and learned some skills
that we didn’t have before. The most prominent
aspect of Doug’s work is the native theme that he
uses. That isn’t my style and had I focused on that
rather than wanting to learn the different processes that he uses, I wouldn’t have taken the class. I
made that mistake when I missed Tania Rada, but
not this time.

100 Spurtles - Maarten Meerman - Birch

Acorn Bowl - Peter McLaren - 2in x 2in
Arbutus - Tung Oil

Christmas Ornament - Bill Cobb - 4in x 12in
Walnut Cherry Maple - Tung Oil

Spurtles - Merv Graham - 3-4in x 12in
Various Material - Walnut Oil
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President’s Challenge - Decorated
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Christmas Tree Farm - Allan Cusworth
Craft Paint

Ice Cream Choices - Peter McLaren
Box Elder - Dyes and Tung Oil

Xmas Ornaments - Vaious Sizes and Materials
- Metal Flake
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Thin Bowl - Peter McLaren - 7in x 2-5in
Maple - Gesso and Acrylics

Top - Marco Berera - Maple - Acrylic Paint

President’s Challenge - Decorated
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Xmas Trees - Bruce Hodson - 3in x 5in
Maple - Carnuba Wax

Tops - Merv Graham - No Finish

Instant Gallery

T-Candle 1 - Peter McLaren - 7in x 5in
Arbutus - Claphams

T-Candle 2 - Peter McLaren -8in x 5in
Arbutus - Claphams

Various Very Small
Maarten Meerman - Birch
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Instant Gallery

Beer Stein - Bill Cobb - 4-5in x 6in
Arbutus - Mineral Oil

Bowl - Art Rock - 5in x 1-5in
Maple - Burnished

Candle Holder - Kees Hof
6in x 3in - Spruce Beatle Kill
Wipe On Poly

Christmas Ornament - Allan Cusworth
1-5in x 3in - Maple
Paint and Leather Dye

Class Piece - Bruce Campbell
12in x 3in - Maple - Wood Ink India Ink

D Fisher Class - Jay Mapson
10in x 2in - Maple
Dyes and Lacquer

Daybreak - RossPilgrim - 12in x 2-5in
Maple - Finish In Progress

Doug Fisher Class - Beverley Pears
10in dia - Maple - Stain and Lacquer

Fruit Bowl - Lance Rossington
10in x 2-5in - Denim Pine
Wipe on Poly
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Instant Gallery

Funnel and Stand - Keith Hudson
9in x 3-5in - Myrtle Wood Imuya Maple
Aluminum - Hut Crystal Coat

Funnel and Stand - Keith Hudson
12in x 4in - African Mahogany Maple
Brazillian Cherry - Hut Crystal coat

Hollow Form - Jim Johnson
Box Elder Burl - 5in x 6in
Wipe On Poly

Large Fruit Bowl - Lance Rossington 12in x 3in - Cherry - Wipe On Poly

Lidded Box - Harry Harteveld
4in x 1-5in Maple - Friction Polish

Thing - Bill Cobb - 3-5in x 12in
Walnut Cherry - Poly

Mallet - David Mitchell - 2-5in x 10in
Maple - Tung Oil

Pot Pourri - Ron Kreoba
4-5in x 2-5in - Tung Oil

Small Dish - Jim Johnson - 6in x 2-5in
Cherry - Bees Wax
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Announcements
Turning 101 will be on Saturday, Jan. 29 at the
Sapperton Pensioner’s Hall. This month Allan
Cusworth will lead the class in doing a goblet.
Contact Jerry Vickers at (604) 463-0760 to sign
up.

Anthony Harris has had to cancel his visit, so the
demonstration and class scheduled for Jan. 22-23
have been cancelled.
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